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Abstract. Financial cycles as a source of financial crisis and business cycles that was demonstrated
during the financial crisis of 2008, so it is important to understand proper methods of measuring
and forecasting them to unravel their true nature. We searched financial big data for the UK, USA,
Japan and China for a period 2004Q1 to 2019Q1 to find important data corresponding to the
research and determine their importance for the financial cycle studies. We use singular spectral
analysis (SSA without financial big data) and multichannel singular spectral analysis (MSSA with
financial big data) to identify significant deterministic cycles in the residential property prices, credits to private non-financial sector and credit share in the GDP. The forecast test results show on the
data for the UK, USA, Japan and China that inclusion of the financial big data significantly (on the
level from 30% to four times) improves forecast accuracy for financial cycle components. This is
a first study on the importance of the link between financial cycles and financial big data. Policymakers, practitioners and financial cycles research should take into the account the importance of
financial big data for the studies of financial cycles for a better understanding of their true nature
and improving their forecast accuracy.
Keywords: financial cycles, big data, forecast accuracy, singular spectral analysis, multichannel singular spectral analysis, time series.
JEL Classification: G2, G3, O16, C58.

Introduction
The global financial crisis of 2008 after decades of the great moderation policy governance
opened the discussion of the financial stability importance for economic activity. Identification of the earning warning signals to predict business cycles and avoid instability in the
economy was always the primary goal of the policymakers. Our paper is the first to combine
financial big data to forecast financial cycles.
First to mention the importance of the big data for macroeconomic management
was (Phillips, 1962). Phillips (1962) put forward the assumption that policymakers can not
design effective economic policy without quantitative knowledge behind the main economic
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forces governing the economic system. Main economic forces comprise employment, inflation and growth as instruments and policy goals at the same time. Therefore, it is not
possible to design an optimal economic policy without knowing the quantitative relations
that hold between these economic forces. To measure and identify the correct quantitive
relationship among employment, inflation and growth, a big data approach is essential.
Fluctuations in financial variables always had a significant impact on real economic activities. That is the case today but was all the same 3000 years ago. Oscillatory behaviour
in savings and investments dynamics and price targeting articulate economic cycle, see Ji
Ran (Milburn, 2007). Policymakers must always monitor the saving-investments cycle keeping prices under control to ensure the smooth running of the economy. The same concept highlighting the importance of financial conditions for business cycles is extended
in (Keynes, 1936; Schumpeter, 1939; Minsky, 1963, 1975).
Inherent dynamics in financial conditions articulate the dynamics of the business cycles
driving economic booms and downturns. Financial markets offer many financial data reflecting financial conditions still financial cycles definition, measurement and forecasting
remain undisclosed. We can understand the complexity of the problem from the fact that today we still miss a generalised definition of financial cycles. General literature uses Minsky’s
financial instability hypothesis to define financial cycles in the form of the Minsky’s cycle.
Pioneering works of Borio and Drehmann (2011), Drehmann et al. (2012, 2013) define financial cycles as long swings in financial conditions (credit and assets price). A large body of
research focuses on finding an optimal method for measuring financial cycles (Schüler et al.,
2015; Strohsal et al., 2019; Hiebert et al., 2014; Rünstler & Vlekke, 2018; Skare & Rochon,
2020).
In this paper, we use quarterly big data for the United Kingdom, the United States, Japan
and China from Q1 2004 Q1 2019. We use web-based indicators from the Google trends,
financial market data (house price index and credit volume, share in the GDP), long- interest rates on the 10-year government treasury bond, consumer and business confidence index
and share price index. Using frequency domain time-series methods singular (SSA) and
multichannel singular spectrum analysis (MSSA), we test the impact of big data statistics on
financial cycles forecasting. Our results show that policymakers can get better macro-aggregates to use in financial cycles forecasting and thus better forecasting accuracy and validity.
Assuring better information support and prognosis on financial cycles can help economic
agents in the decision-making process on financial markets. In the same time, using relevant
micro-financial data improve the relevance of macro-financial aggregates. Financial cycles
reflect fluctuations in macro-financial aggregates. Thus, more precise measurement and
identification of financial cycles support central bank policies meeting information needs
for price and macro-financial stability. Comparing the forecasting results in this study, we
can see that the results of the Diebold and Mariano (1995) test support the hypothesis that
more accurate forecasting of the financial cycles can be obtained using financial big data.
Big data financial cycles can serve the purpose of developing early warning signals of financial distress as a financial crisis predictor. Since more contemporary studies show financial
conditions articulate real economic activity dynamics and thus business cycles, understanding the true nature of the financial cycles is of crucial importance for unravelling business
cycles. Our study results in financial big data can have an essential role in this attempt.
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We structure the rest of the paper: after the introduction on financial cycles and big
data link, literature with an interest in financial big data is presented. In section three, we
describe data used in the study and method we apply to get the results on tested hypothesis. We present empirical results discussion and implications in section four, while part
five bring up conclusions on the role and importance of financial big data for financial and
economic stability analysis.

1. Financial big data implication for financial cycles: a review
The literature on the importance of financial big data for financial cycles measurement is
novel and scarce. Hassani and Silva (2015) offer a review of the pros and cons of using big
data for the purpose of forecasting. Alessi et al. (2009) study show large macroeconomic and
financial data improve forecast performance in finance and economics. Altissimo et al. (2010)
provide evidence of using big data to improve the forecast accuracy when using band-pass
filters. Using data from the google trends in the study of Choi and Varian (2012) improve
the forecasting prediction for economic indicators. Gupta et al. (2014) forecast employment
using classical and Bayesian methods applied to eight sectors for the US economy with 143
monthly series. Forecast model using big data information outperform other models in forecast accuracy.
Large data sets (big data) availability is essential but not a sufficient condition for improving forecast accuracy or model predictions (Silver, 2012). Bańbura and Modugno (2014)
find forecasting with large datasets more complex for signal extraction.
To fully understand financial cycles we need big data on the micro and macro-level (Vychytilová et al., 2019). Wibisono et al. (2019) define big data as a large volume of information resulting from the web, financial, administrative and commercial records. They find
the financial big data phenomenon as a new opportunity for decision-making process improvement (complete, immediate and granural information adding new value to ‘traditional’ macroeconomic indicators). Therefore, big data analytics and artificial intelligence offer
new opportunities to central banks and economic agents on the financial markets (Huarng
et al., 2019). Opportunities but challenges as well (resources availability, unresolved changing decision-making processes, best policy introduction). Subrahmanyam (2019) review the
body of literature on big data in the finance application. Big data application in finance
ranges from the basic application as in (Tetlock, 2007) to complex (Tetlock et al., 2008). According to their study, text analysis in the financial press capture hard-to-quantify aspects
of firms’ fundamental supporting robust low firm’ earning forecasting (Phillips, 2019). Big
data based on quantifying language application can help to improve methods for measuring
firms’ fundamentals or forecast market trends. Big data in finance also help to fill in the gap
between qualitative and quantitative data application (Huang, 2018). His study results show
big data on consumers opinions (from Amazon. com) when used provide a more robust
prediction about firms’ cash flow and stock pricing. Chordia et al. (2018) show that using
newsfeed data on macroeconomic conditions only minorly increase profits from fast trading. According to the study of Fan et al. (2012), using high-frequency financial data improve
the efficiency and stability of portfolio selection. The literature on big data application for
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policy purpose is much more limited (Tissot, 2019). He lists the advantages and disadvantages of using financial big data to obtain macro-relevant micro information, better macro
aggregates to improve policy design and assessment.
Financial big data opened its way to portfolio and decision making (Šestanović et al.,
2018) processes on the micro-level and it is just moving (slowly) on the macro-level (central
banks and financial authorities).

2. Dataset and stylized facts on financial cycles
in the UK, USA, Japan and China 2005–2019
Our paper is first to combine financial big data for financial cycles predictions. We follow
Wibisono et al. (2019) definition of financial big data and use the following variables:
– HPI = Residential property prices selected – Real - Index, 2010 = 100, Bank for International Settlements;
– CRS = Credit to Private non-financial sector from all sectors at Market value – Percentage of GDP – Adjusted for breaks, Bank for International Settlements;
– CRT = Credit to Private non-financial sector from all sectors at Market value – US
dollar – Adjusted for breaks, Bank for International Settlements;
– SHARE = OECD (2019), Share prices (indicator). doi: 10.1787/6ad82f42-en (Accessed
on 29 October 2019), 2015 = 100;
– CCI = OECD (2019), Consumer confidence index (CCI) (indicator). doi:
10.1787/46434d78-en (Accessed on 30 October 2019), Long-term average = 100;
– BCI = OECD (2019), Business confidence index (BCI) (indicator). doi:
10.1787/3092dc4f-en (Accessed on 30 October 2019), Long-average = 100;
– WEB = Google trends data on a financial crisis search term (Numbers represent
search interest relative to the highest point on the chart for the region and time. A
value of 100 is the peak popularity for the term. A value of 50 means that the term is
half as popular. A score of 0 means there was not enough data for this term);
– OECD (2019), Long-term interest rates (indicator). doi: 10.1787/662d712c-en (Accessed on 29 October 2019), Long-term interest rates refer to government bonds maturing in ten years. For China we use China 10-Year Bond Yield government bonds
maturing in ten years, investing.com (2019), https://www.investing.com/rates-bonds/
china-10-year-bond-yield-historical-data.
We use data for the United Kingdom (UK), United States (US), Japan (Jap) and China
(CHI) from Q1 2004 to Q1 2019 (quarterly data). Previous studies on financial cycles use
data on residential property prices, credits to private non-financial sectors and credits to private non-financial sector’s share in the GDP (gross domestic product). Facing limited data
availability on financial conditions and web we had to choose between longer time series
and a variety of data sources. For the purpose of testing the importance of financial big data
in financial cycles prediction, we use data from various sources: web-based indicators - social networks (financial crisis search term importance), financial market data (share prices,
residential property prices, credits), administrative data (consumer confidence index, business confidence index, long-term interest rates), commercial data sets (government bonds
yields).
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To measure financial cycle components, we use spectral analysis techniques – Eviews
10.0 adds-in for Spectral analysis (Ronderos, 2014). Prior to analysis, we normalize and
centre all the series for the purpose of eliminating noise in the series. Since normalization
procedure increases the possibility of spurious cycles existence in the series, we apply (Ronderos, 2014) significant pass filter (SPF) method of the form:
=
Ft

n/2

∑  Ak cos ( ωkt ) + Bk sin ( ωkt ) ,
k =0

(

(1)

)

=
with Ft – filtered series,
( Ak a=
k ) , ( Bk bk ) ordinate I ( ωk ) to test statistical significance
of the deterministic component in the spectrum.
To test if the isolated deterministic cycles are statistically significant we use the following set
of tests (Ronderos, 2014; Wei, 1994; Whittle, 1952, p. 309; Fisher, 1929, pp. 54–59; Bartlett,
1954, pp. 296–298):
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Figure 1 shows a spectrum for the three financial series – HPI = Residential property
prices selected, CRS = Credit to Private non-financial sector from all sectors at Market value – Percentage of GDP, CRT = Credit to Private non-financial sector from all sectors at
Market value – US dollar in the UK. The shaded area shows deterministic cycles between
0.016 and 0.032 frequencies (cycle/time unit) corresponding to 61 and 31 quarters or 15 and
8 years period.
Figure 2 confirms the results we find for the UK. In the United States, all three financial
series show the same behaviour as in the UK. As we can see from the Figure 2, the grey area
shows the statistically significant component cycles which correspond to 8 and 15 years for
the residential property prices, credit to private non-financial sectors and credit share in the
GDP. Outside the area between 0.016 and 0.032 frequencies (cycle/time unit) corresponding
to 61 and 31 quarters or 15 and 8 years period, we did not isolate important deterministic
cycles.
Figure 3 shows more variability in the housing and financial markets in Japan. Although
we can observe several possible deterministic cycles in the housing and financial markets in
Japan statistical tests shows statistically significant cycles in the financial series are present
within 8 and 15 years. Thus, results for Japan are in line with the one we observe for the
UK and the US. F test, Fisher test and Whittle test confirm the statistical significance of the
deterministic cycles between 8 to 15 years.
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Figure 1. Spectrum of residential property prices, credit to private non-financial sector, credit share
in the GDP in the UK Q1 2005 – Q1 2019 (source: authors’ calculation)
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Figure 2. Spectrum of residential property prices, credit to private non-financial sector, credit share
in the GDP in the USA Q1 2005 – Q1 2019 (source: authors’ calculation)
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Figure 4. Spectrum of residential property prices, credit to private non-financial sector, credit share
in the GDP in China Q1 2005 – Q1 2019
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Volatility on the housing and financial markets in China is more similar to the dynamics
we find in Japan. Large volatility, as expected to be present, is visible on the housing market
in China. We expect such price dynamics on the housing market because of the changes in
the Hukou system (policy regulated migration from the countryside to the cities) having a
direct influence on the demand for housing in China. It reflects housing demand dynamics
in the credit demand (mortgage loans) that is observed in Figure 4 (graph on the right).
Cyclical fluctuations both for housing prices and credit to the private non-financial sector is
statistically significant for the cycle period between 8 to 15 years. The cyclical fluctuation on
the credit market (% share in the GDP) after testing for deterministic cycles also exhibits an
8 to 15 years pattern with smaller volatility compared to the volatility on the housing market
and credit to a private non-financial sector (volume).
Deterministic cycle test results validate the results of the previous studies on financial
cycles finding a cyclical pattern in the financial time series ranging from 8 to 15 years on
average for the UK, USA, Japan and China. After the financial cycles identification by the
means of spectral analysis, we proceed by testing if Big data can help to improve the financial cycles forecasting.
3. Using financial big data for improving financial cycles forecasting accuracy
To test the hypothesis that financial big data improve financial cycles forecasting we proceed
in several steps. First by the means of the singular spectrum analysis (SSA) of the form Vautard et al. (1992, pp. 95–126):
N − i− j
1
=
cij
X (t ) X t + i − j ,
(5)
N − i− j

(

∑

)

t =1

where: cij – lag covariance matrix; N – number of data points in time series; i,j – time indices; t – continuous time t ∈ R; x(t) – observed time series, using data on housing prices and
credits we isolate financial cycles for the UK, USA, Japan and China. Following on the isolate (SSA) components, we apply a linear recurrent formula for (SSA) forecasting. As a final
outcome, we get an R-forecasting (SSA forecasting method) for residential property prices,
credit to the private non-financial sector, credit share in the GDP over the eight quarters
(2017 Q2 – 2019 Q1).
To check if financial big data can help in raising the financial cycles forecasting efficiency, we apply
(MSSA) of the form (Ghil et al., 2002) on residential property prices, credit to private
non-financial sector, credit share in the GDP:
1
=
Cl ,l′
i, j
N

(

)

max ( N +i − j )

∑

xl ( t ) xl ′ ( t + i − j ) ,

=t min(1,1,1′+i − j )

 min{N , N + i − j} − max {1,1 + i − j} + 1,
=
N

(6)

where: cij – lag covariance matrix; cl,lj – lag cross-covariance matrix; N – number of data
points in a time series; i,j – indices of time; t – continuous time t ∈ R; x(t) – L-channel vector time series.
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As with (SSA), using the R-forecasting (MSSA forecasting method) we now get the
(MSSA) forecasting results (forecasting including financial big data) for the residential property prices, credit to private non-financial sector, credit share in the GDP over the period
2017 Q2 – 2019 Q1.
To test the improved accuracy (better forecasting results) we obtain when using financial
big data we use the Diebold–Mariano test (Diebold & Mariano, 1995; Diebold, 2015) of the
form:
d12
(7)
DM
=
→ N ( 0,1) ,
12
ˆσd

1
where: d12 =
T
deviation.

T

12

∑d12t – sample means loss differential; σˆ d
t =1

12

– consistent estimate of standard

Diebold–Mariano test results confirm our hypothesis that financial big data improve
forecasting accuracy for financial cycles (see Table 1 for the UK).
From the Table 1, we can see that various measures for forecast accuracy, (RMSE – rootmean-square error), (MAE – mean square error), (MAPE – mean absolute percentage error), (SMAPE – symmetric mean absolute percentage error) for the financial series in the
UK from 2017 Q2 to 2019 Q1. The scores from Table 1 show that the (MSSA) forecasts
(including financial big data) are superior to the (SSA) forecasts (not including financial big
data). We can observe that forecasts we get using (MSSA) for the period 2017 Q2 – 2019 Q1
(out of the sample forecasts since we use a sample for the forecasting accuracy comparison
from 2004 Q1 to 2017 Q1) for the residential property prices, credit to private non-financial
sector, credit share in the GDP in the UK are far superior to the one we get using (SSA).
Taking into account financial big data improves forecasting accuracy for financial series in
the UK. Similar results we observe with the USA (see Table 2).
As Table 2 shows, forecast accuracy scores for residential property prices show (MSSA
using financial big data) significantly increase. A significant increase in the forecast accuracy
of (MSSA) also is present for the credit to private non-financial sector time-series data. Still
statistically significant but with lower forecast accuracy in relation to the (MSSA) forecasts
for the residential property prices and credit to the private non-financial sector is the forecast accuracy for the credit share in the GDP. We can conclude that statistical tests for forecast accuracy show financial time series (financial cycle components) can be better forecast
when using financial big data in the USA.
For Japan (see Table 3), we can also observe that forecast accuracy for the financial cycle
components increase if we use financial big data in the forecast process. Statistical test (forecast accuracy scores) show that we can make more accurate forecasts for residential property
prices in Japan using financial big data. The same holds for the credit to private non-financial sector time series data with accuracy scores in favor of using (MSSA) for forecasting.
We can notice a significant increase in the forecast accuracy for the credit share in the GDP
time series data with residual errors being 2 to 3 times lower if we use financial big data and
(MSSA) for forecasting.
Table 4 show forecast accuracy scores for the (SSA) and (MSSA) in forecasting financial
cycle components in China.
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Table 1. Forecast Accuracy for the SSA, MSSA for Financial Series in the UK 2017 Q2 – 2019 Q1
(source: authors’ calculation)
RMSE

MAE

MAPE

SMAPE

SSA

0.33

0.28

27.58

33.41

MSSA

0.29

0.25

23.98

28.38

SSA

0.37

0.26

33.43

36.09

MSSA

0.3

0.2

25.61

26.9

SSA

0.44

MSSA

0.33

Residential property prices

Credit to private non-financial sector
0.39

289.35

164.75

0.27

239.18

145.67

Credit share in the GDP
Table 2. Forecast accuracy for the SSA, MSSA for Financial Series in the USA 2017 Q2 – 2019 Q1
(source: authors’ calculation)
RMSE

MAE

MAPE

SMAPE

SSA

0.16

0.14

26.22

31.03

MSSA

0.1

0.08

17.85

18.47

Residential property prices
SSA

0.46

0.38

60.29

101.11

MSSA

0.34

0.29

46.19

67.66

Credit to private non-financial sector
SSA

0.29

0.25

14.81

15.2

MSSA

0.25

0.22

13.63

13.42

Credit share in the GDP
Table 3. Forecast accuracy for the SSA, MSSA for Financial Series in Japan 2017 Q2 – 2019 Q1
(source: authors’ calculation)
RMSE

MAE

MAPE

SMAPE

SSA

0.38

0.28

59.77

34.64

MSSA

0.32

0.24

54.01

31.7

SSA

0.4

0.34

52.18

74.63

MSSA

0.3

0.26

114.02

52.45

Residential property prices

Credit to private non-financial sector
SSA

0.73

MSSA

0.26

0.66

256.54

160.17

0.24

74.18

104.32

Credit share in the GDP
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Table 4. Forecast accuracy for the SSA, MSSA for Financial Series in China 2017 Q2 – 2019 Q1
(source: authors’ calculation)
RMSE

MAE

MAPE

SMAPE

SSA

1.51

1.2

64.79

111.03

MSSA

0.81

0.7

39.62

51.4

SSA

0.61

0.53

31.03

33.03

MSSA

0.46

0.44

28.35

26.27

SSA

0.25

MSSA

0.24

Residential property prices

Credit to private non-financial sector
0.19

12.01

11.42

0.18

12.05

11.04

Credit share in the GDP

Forecast accuracy for residential property prices in China improves significantly when
we use financial big data for forecasting in relation to the results we get without these data.
We can see from Table 4 that all forecast accuracy scores prove the validity of this statement.
For the credit to private non-financial sector time series forecast accuracy when using financial big data improves as well (on a smaller scale when compared to the forecast accuracy for
the residential property prices). The same result holds for the credit share in the GDP series
with forecast accuracy using financial big data (MSSA) outperform the forecast produces by
(SSA) without financial big data.
Forecast accuracy tests and scores show on the sample for the UK, USA, Japan and China (four growth potential economies different in structure and size) that financial big data
can significantly improve forecasting of the financial cycle components (residential property
prices, credit to private non-financial sector and credit share in the GDP).

Conclusions
This study has showed that using financial big data significantly improve the forecast accuracy for financial cycle components (residential property prices, credit to private nonfinancial sector and credit share in the GDP). The forecast test results show on the data for
the UK, USA, Japan and China that inclusion of the financial big data significantly (on the
level from 30% to four times) improves forecast accuracy for financial cycle components. This
is the first study to examine the role of the financial big data in the study of financial cycles.
Inclusion of the financial big data in the various model (time series, frequency domain,
the turning point, multiple cycles) aiming at measuring the exact length of financial cycles.
Such a knowledge (financial big data) will help to better understand the mechanism behind
financial cycles, methods and tools for their monitoring and forecasting. Policymakers and
central banks motivated to mitigate the risks of the financial cycles will find this knowledge
useful in building new models for financial cycles detection and forecasting.
The lack of studies using financial big data for measuring and forecasting financial cycles
may show that policymakers, practitioners and academics do not find the link between fi-
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nancial big data and financial cycles important or promising. Another plausible explanation is that financial big data from their point of view serve the purpose of forecasting financial conditions (Subrahmanyam, 2019), market portfolio selection (Fan et al., 2012, pp.
412–428), equity prices forecasting, mitigating risks and volatility on the financial markets.
Although all these issues are important for financial studies (Alessi et al., 2009), no previous
study on the link between financial cycles and big data exists.
Our analysis suggests research on financial cycles can be significantly improved if the
financial big data are used in the research. The Diebold–Mariano test result confirms the
validity of the hypothesis that financial big data are important for measurement and forecasting of the financial cycles. Our findings bring important insight to the policymakers and
financial practitioners and academic community and interested in monitoring and studying
the financial cycles and their role in financial crisis and thus business cycles.
An important strength of our study is that we use several financial big data (supporting
the research of (Tetlock, 2007) for a sample of four countries reporting several forecast accuracy scores and Diebold–Mariano test results. However, since financial big data are not
available in a long time series form, we use a limited-time series sample. Research results
should be validated for a larger sample of countries that could bring additional insight into
the research question.
In our sample, all forecast accuracy statistics and Diebold–Mariano test results put forward a single, statistically validated conclusion – financial big data are an important element
for studying financial cycles. We encourage further research to distinguish between financial
cycles studies using financial big data; identify the most important sources of such data
(statistical robustness) and become familiar with developing new study models on financial
cycles using financial big data.
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